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Chapter 1

Introduction

Concurrent data structures are used everywhere, from kernels of Operation Systems

to applications, and they are a fundamental building block for modern software.

Since the broad use we can make of them, it is important to optimize them to

prevent performance degradation.

In the last years, computer architectures have seen a continuous growth in terms

of number of processors and their speed [37].

For thirty years, the processors speed growth was ruled by Moore’s law, for which

the number of transistors in a dense integrated circuit doubles approximately every

18 to 24 months [31]. Thanks to the MOSFET scaling rules, increasing the density

of transistors for die area, it increases also their frequency of switch, resulting in a

higher Clock speeds, keeping the power supplied the same.

Processors saw a continuous increase of their speed, and this gave to sequential

programs for free better performance only because they were running on faster

processors.

Starting from 2000s, the trend changed. In fact, the increasing transistors speed

also increases the leakage power, which results in higher power dissipation. This

led to higher temperatures reached from the processors. Thus, the increasing of

speeds reached its limit because of the increasing dissipated power, leading to what

is called the Power Wall.
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In order to keep increasing the performance of the processors, manufacturers

started to increase the number of cores of processors to take advantage of the in-

creasing transistor density per area, instead of keep increasing their speed. Having

more cores on the same processor allows to execute more tasks at the same time but

doesn’t allow them to go faster for free. A program that was designed to run on a

single core, moved onto a multi-core processor won’t see any improvement since it

keeps running on one core. To fully exploit the hardware changes, there is the need

of finding new way to accomplish performance gains. In the case of multi-cores and

multiprocessors this is achieved by making programs concurrent, allowing them to

run on multiple processors. This can be achieved by splitting computations in such

a way that they can be carried out by multiple threads that can run on the different

cores.

In many cases this adds the need of synchronizing the threads to manipulate

shared resources in a correct way, which traditionally implies a serialization of the

execution when working on them, resulting in a waste of computational power

and energy. Thus, it is important to assure scalability of data structures to allow

programs to take full advantage of the underlying hardware.

Classical computing architectures have a single memory access point shared

among all the processors. Having an ever-increasing number of CPUs that try to

access the same memory is another bottleneck for processors speeds. So, this leads

to new architectural changes. Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) machines

first appeared in the late eighties, and in the last years, they started to become very

common, especially on large multi-core machines. In this kind of architectures, the

processors are grouped into nodes, and each node has a local memory. Nodes can

access the memory local to other nodes, but it is faster for a processor accessing the

memory within its node than a remote memory.

Usually, when we move traditional data structures to NUMA machines, they

can easily suffer from a significant performance loss, due to the extra time needed

to access remote memory and the contention on the interconnection between nodes.
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To increase the scalability of applications on these systems, the number of remote

accesses must be reduced. Many general solutions have been already designed to

overcome this problem, often based on thread and/or memory placement [12, 39],

and data replication [9]. Anyhow, the performance offered by these generic solutions

are often sub-optimal, hence the programmers should modify the data structure to

best fit the underlying architecture.

In this work, we try to address these problems induced by modern architec-

tures on concurrent data structures as priority queues. Such data structures are

widely used in simulation systems, in operating systems scheduler, in numerical

computations and also in many other performance critical applications.

A priority queue contains a set of key-value pairs, which are ordered by their

priority, represented by the key. Such data structure offers two methods: enqueue()

for inserting items in the queue, and dequeue() which removes and returns the

element with highest priority i.e., the element associated to the smallest key.

Traditionally, these are built on top of heaps or tree data structures. Recently,

highly concurrent priority queues have been built on top of many lock-free data

structures such as Linked-Lists [27] or Skip-Lists [2, 26], because with them it is

relatively easy to achieve concurrent access to different parts of the data structure,

and thus improving their scalability.

Many parallel data structures optimized per NUMA machines rely on delegation

to increase the locality of operations [7,28,35]. Delegation allows threads to do not

execute directly operations, but they delegate some other threads to execute it,

while they wait for the response. Usually, a single thread executes all the pending

operations on the data structure, which can be a dedicated one [28] or chosen when

an operation has to be executed by acquiring a lock [18]. This technique is ideal for

NUMA architectures, since it usually shows a good cache locality and low memory

contention.

In this thesis, we adopt this technique in order to add NUMA-awareness to a

concurrent priority queue. What we do is to use delegation, but without having a
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single thread doing the work while the others wait by doing nothing. We introduced

a set of communications channels between NUMA nodes, allowing threads to post

operations in order to let them be executed by threads that are closer to the memory.

The main difference with similar approaches is in the wait phase, since here we

tried to avoid waste of time induced by waiting for the response, by allowing every

thread to execute an operation with destination its NUMA node. This approach

aims into reducing remote memory accesses only to the ones needed to publish

the operations and their responses, while keeping the same level of concurrency of

operations. As we will see this approach has some potential, since it will show some

real improvements but, it might reduce the progress guarantees provided by the

underlying data structure. In the end, we tried also to overcome to this problem by

modifying the basic algorithms of the underlying data structure.

This thesis is organized as follows. In the next chapter we make an overview of

the main covered concepts, and we describe the Conflict Resilient Calendar Queue,

which is the priority queue we used as starting point for our solutions. Then, we

provide different solutions to optimize the priority queue, showing also the results

obtained in the performance evaluation, and the results against similar approaches

that are found in literature. Finally, we conclude with some remarks on the work

done, and other possible steps that can be done toward a further improvement of

these solutions.
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Chapter 2

Concurrent Programming

A system is said concurrent when it supports multiple actions in progress at the

same time [5].

The first attempt towards concurrency was achieved with time-sharing. Even

though the computer had a single core, tasks were able to run concurrently by

sharing their execution time on the CPU in an interleaved fashion. The execution

of a program is logically divided into time slices and when the slice ends the process

is removed from the CPU to allow another task to be executed for another time

slice. This is done thanks to the help of a scheduling algorithm which is provided

by the Operating System.

The problem when dealing with concurrency is that, having multiple tasks run-

ning at the same time, we cannot say in which order they will be executed, and

when they work on shared resources we can’t know in which order they access and

modify them. In this case the unpredictability of the executions can lead to unpre-

dictable results on the resource, which is left in a state that do not comply with

its specification. This problem is known as race condition, on which the resulting

state of the resource depends on which order the tasks interact with it. This is

a critical problem since the race for the resource can also affect the results of the

computation of other processes that access it. This problem must be solved by

properly synchronizing accesses to shared resources, namely Critical Sections, by
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guaranteeing mutual exclusion.

Mutual Exclusion is a requirement in concurrent programming in order to avoid

race conditions when accessing critical sections, and this is done by allowing only

one thread to execute the critical section at a time. Mutual Exclusion was first

formalized and solved by Dijkstra [13] in the sixties. Another requirement that was

stated in this work is that a solution, along with mutual exclusion, it must provide

also no deadlock - for which if multiple processes want to access the critical section,

the decision of which one can access it is not postponed until eternity and, at least

one of them can execute the critical section eventually. The solution proposed by

Dijkstra is based on the use of shared variables on which processes can read and

write atomically.

In particular, it prevents multiple accesses to the resource by arbitrating threads

approaching the critical section. Each process must acquire an exclusive access to

the shared resource before entering the critical section, and then release it when

done. In other words, Dijkstra designed a synchronization primitive, which is com-

monly known as lock. However, as we will see later, there are also other way to deal

with synchronization algorithms.

When developing concurrent programs, we are interested in maintaining a set

of properties which are usually guaranteed by a sequential program for free. These

requirements for a concurrent program can be defined in terms of Safety (or Cor-

rectness) and Liveness (or Progress) properties [25]. Safety properties imply that

nothing bad happens, while Liveness that something good will happen eventually.

Safety concerns about what the program is allowed to do, while Liveness is about

what must happen during the computation. For example, Mutual exclusion is a

Safety Property, while no deadlock is a Liveness property.

When we are in a concurrent environment, multiple threads might access shared

resources. The shared resource is usually some memory area, e.g. a data structure

that is accessed concurrently by threads and can be modeled as a shared object. A

shared object is a container for data, with a state, on which it is possible to operate
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through a set of methods. Each object has well defined methods (in terms of their

specification) which allows threads to interact with it and modify its state [20].

We can model the execution of a concurrent object by a history, which is a finite

sequence of method invocation and response events. A subhistory of a history H is a

subsequence of events of H, and an interval is a subhistory consisting of contiguous

events [21]. We will go back to this model in the next section, where it will be

explained in more details.

2.1 Progress Conditions

Accesses to shared object are commonly synchronized through locking primitives:

a lock is acquired before accessing shared data and then it is released when done.

But when we an algorithm resorts to locking primitives, we can only make some

weak assumptions on the progress it guarantees. In fact, when we are using locks,

also the role of the scheduler has to be taken in account, in fact if it halts a thread

during a critical section, it won’t able to release the lock, preventing other threads

to execute the critical section, limiting the progress. In particular, relying on locks,

what we can guarantee is that a method can be deadlock-free or starvation-free.

We say that a method is deadlock-free if some thread acquires a lock eventually,

while a method is starvation-free if every thread acquires a lock eventually. So,

deadlock-freedom guarantees that the whole system proceeds, while with starvation-

freedom we are making a stronger assumption, since every thread is able to make

progress. Anyhow, to achieve stronger properties, their requirements have also

to put constraints on the behavior of the scheduler. In fact, without the help of

the scheduler it would be impossible to achieve stronger properties like starvation-

freedom - we can just think of an unfair scheduler that ignores the presence of one of

the threads, and never schedules it. In that case, we cannot guarantee the progress

of all the threads. Usually, such drastic scenarios never happen, and it is assumed

that the scheduler is benevolent, so often weaker properties are the most considered
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ones by programmers, because the scheduler helps the progress of every thread.

These two properties are denoted as blocking correctness conditions. Thus, an

algorithm that can guarantee only one of these two conditions is said to be a blocking

algorithm. Dealing with blocking algorithms could not be the optimal choice in term

of progress, since a thread could halt, crash or being de-scheduled while holding a

lock. These kinds of scenarios become a problem since delays in critical sections will

harm the progress of other threads. To cope with this, algorithms which guarantee

non-blocking progress conditions have emerged. They do not rely on locks and

critical sections are reduced to a single Read-Modify-Write [22] machine instruction,

whose atomicity and termination is ensured by the hardware. By guaranteeing

these conditions, we can ensure that if any thread has delays or halts, the others

can still make progress. We will say a method is lock-free if some thread calling a

method returns eventually, while it is wait-free if every thread that calls it returns

eventually. The two definitions are similar to the ones of deadlock-freedom and

starvation-freedom since one looks at the progress of the whole system, while the

other ensures the progress of every thread. To these two definitions we can add

a third weaker non-blocking property: obstruction freedom, for which a method

returns if the caller thread runs long enough in isolation, i.e. without any thread

taking steps that cause contention on shared resource during an interval of time.

The definitions of blocking progress conditions have been given in terms of the

presence of a locking primitive, but this is not always the case. In fact, in some

implementation is not simple to identify where is a lock and what are the critical

sections. Moreover, putting the definitions in these terms we cannot compare the

properties, since the non-blocking ones do not rely locking constructs and proper

critical section.

The weakest condition we are interested in, is when the whole system progress.

In this case if we consider a history H, we will say that a method provides minimal

progress in H if, in every suffix of H, some method has a matching response. While

the stronger conditions expect that all the thread progress. In this case we will say
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that a method provides maximal progress in a history H, if for every suffix of H,

every pending active invocation has a matching response.

We say a history is fair if each thread takes an infinite number of concrete steps,

while it is uniformly isolating if, for every k > 0, any thread that is active, has an

interval where it takes at least k contiguous steps.

Restricting the definitions to only fair histories adds for free the extra require-

ment that each thread eventually leaves its critical section. The properties that will

be restricted to the subset of fair histories are said to be dependent. These prop-

erties depend on a benevolent behavior of the scheduler. We say that a property

is dependent if it does not guarantee minimal progress in every history, and it is

independent if it does.

So, we can redefine the properties in terms of fair histories and minimal and

maximal progress.

A method is deadlock-free if it guarantees minimal progress in every fair history,

and maximal progress in some fair history.

A method is starvation-free if it guarantees maximal progress in every fair his-

tory.

A method is obstruction-free if it guarantees maximal progress in every uniformly

isolating history.

A method is lock-free if it guarantees minimal progress in every history, and

maximal progress in some history. A method is wait-free if it guarantees maximal

progress in every history.

In this scenario, we have that deadlock freedom, starvation freedom and obstruc-

tion freedom are dependent, while lock freedom and wait freedom are independent.

We can notice that there is a “hole” in the definitions, since we have not defined

a property that guarantees minimal progress in every uniformly isolating history

and maximal progress in some history. Clash-freedom is such property, and it is the

weakest non-blocking progress condition.

These properties are summarized in Figure 2.1. The horizontal line divides
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every method 
makes progress

some method 
makes progress

maximal vs. mimimal

dependent
vs. 
independent

blocking
vs. 
non-blocking

independent 
non-blocking

dependent 
non-blocking

dependent 
blocking

Wait-free

Lock-free

Obstruction-free Starvation-free

Deadlock-freeClash-free

Figure 2.1. Periodic table of progress conditions.

properties that guarantee minimal progress form the ones guaranteeing maximal

progress. The vertical line on the right divides blocking properties from non-

blocking ones, while the one on left divides dependent properties from independent

ones.

2.2 Correctness Conditions

One challenge in concurrent programming is to assure that programs behaves cor-

rectly. Consequently, we have to define what a correct behavior is. This is not

trivial task for concurrent programs, since we cannot predict in which state is left

the shared resource. A simplistic way to say that a concurrent program is correct, is

saying that the program execution resembles a sequential one. Intuitively, when we

rely on locks, what we are doing is to force the concurrent execution to be sequen-

tial in the critical section, since we made only one thread at a time to access the

shared resources. We can say that a concurrent execution is correct because we can

compare its execution to a sequential one. This is because a sequential execution is

simpler to be modeled. The problem is that given a concurrent execution we can

interleave the operations in different ways and build different sequential executions

for the same program, and for this reason we have different correctness criteria. In

this section we will consider only few of them, that are the most common ones:

Sequential Consistency [24] and Linearizability [21].
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Before describing what are the most common correctness criteria, we have to

recall what is a sequential history. In the previous section we gave the definition of

a history as a finite sequence of invocation and response events on a shared object.

We will say that a history H is sequential, if its first operation is an invocation,

each invocation is followed by its response, and each response is preceded by its

invocation. If the history is concurrent if it is not sequential.

Since in a concurrent execution we have multiple processes/threads operating

on shared objects, we can define the process subhistory, H|P of a history H as

the subsequence of all events in H which are performed by a process P . A object

subhistory, H|x of a history H is the subsequence of all events in H which are

performed on an object x. We will have that two histories H and H ′ are equivalent

if, for every process P , H|P = H ′|P . Finally, a history is correct if it is equivalent

to a sequential history which satisfies a set of correctness criteria. A concurrent

object is correct with respect to a correctness condition if we can guarantee that

every possible history is equivalent to a sequential history such that it satisfies the

correctness criteria.

While describing correctness conditions in the next subsections, we will use a

FIFO queue as working example to highlight their main aspects. In a FIFO queue,

we have two methods Enq which insert an item into the queue and Deq which

removes and returns the oldest inserted item. We will denote with P Enq(n) x,

the invocation of the insertion of the element n in the queue x by a process P .

Similarly, P Deq( ) x denotes a Dequeue operation. With P ret(n) x, we will

denote the response to an operation, and the value between the parenthesis is the

item returned value by the method (if there is any).

2.2.1 Sequential Consistency

The first correctness criterion which we present is Sequential Consistency, originally

defined by Lamport [24].

A history is sequentially consistent if it is equivalent to a sequential history which
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is correct according to the sequential definition of the object. By the definition, an

object is sequentially consistent if every history associated to its usage is sequentially

consistent.

In this case, we have that the histories associated to the object have to be

equivalent to a sequential one, which is compliant with the object specification.

If we look at example in Figure 2.2, we have that the history H is equivalent

to the sequential history in H ′, since they have same process subhistories. The

history H ′ is correct according to the sequential definition of a FIFO queue and

consequently H is correct.

H: A Enq (1) x
A ret( ) x
B Enq (2) x
B ret( ) x
B Deq( ) x
B ret (2) x

H’: B Enq (2) x
B ret( ) x
A Enq (1) x
A ret( ) x
B Deq( ) x
B ret (2) x

Figure 2.2. Example of Sequential Consistent History. History H is sequentially consis-
tent, since it is equivalent to the sequential history H ′.

One important characteristic of sequential consistency is that if we have objects

that are sequentially consistent, their composition is not guaranteed to be sequen-

tially consistent. The example in Figure 2.3, is a demonstration of this property.

The object subhistories of H, are H|x and H|y and are both sequentially consistent,

but if we consider the history H, it is not.

H: A Enq (1) x
A ret( ) x
A Enq (1) y
A ret( ) y
B Enq (2) y
B ret( ) y
B Enq (2) x
B ret( ) x
A Deq( ) x
A ret (2) x
B Deq( ) y
B ret (1) y

H|x:A Enq (1) x
A ret( ) x
B Enq (2) x
B ret( ) x
A Deq( ) x
A ret (2) x

H|y:A Enq (1) y
A ret( ) y
B Enq (2) y
B ret( ) y
B Deq( ) y
B ret (1) y

Figure 2.3. Example of non-composability of Sequential Consistency. History H, is not
sequentially consistent, but the two object subhistories are.
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Consequently, Sequential Consistency is not a local property, namely it is not

closed under composition. Locality is an important property, since it allows to build

concurrent systems in a modular fashion.

2.2.2 Linearizability

The Linearizability property was introduced by Herlihy and Wing [21].

An object is linearizable if every history associated with its usage is linearizable.

A history H is linearizable if it is equivalent to a sequential history H ′ such that

H ′ is correct according to the sequential definition of the object (the history is

sequentially consistent), and if a response precedes an invocation in the original

history H, then it must precede in the sequential one H ′ as well.

In Figure 2.4 we have a linearizable history, H.

H: A Enq (1) x
B Enq (2) x
A ret( ) x
B ret( ) x
B Deq( ) x
B ret (2) x

H’: B Enq (2) x
B ret( ) x
A Enq (1) x
A ret( ) x
B Deq( ) x
B ret (2) x

Figure 2.4. Example of linearizable history. In this case H is linearizable because, it is
equivalent to the sequential History H ′, and we have the same order between responses
and invocations.

Linearizability is stronger than sequential consistency, since we have that the

history has to be sequential consistent, and for each method must exist an atomic

point in the time, between its invocation and response, in which the operation

appears to take place, named linearization point.

If we consider the history H in Figure 2.4 and we assign linearization points,

we can obtain a sequential history by projecting them on the real time axis. If

the resulting history is correct with respect to definition of the object, then it is

linearizable (Figure 2.5).

With linearizability, differently from sequential consistency, the composition of

linearizable object is still linearizable, so it is a local property. Herlihy and Wing
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A

B

Time

Enq(1)

Deq(2)Enq(2)

Figure 2.5. Example of Linearizability. We project the operation on time axis, and
we track the linearization points of operation (dotted lines). The resulting sequential
history (one of the possible) is correct w.r.t the sequential definition of FIFO, so the
history is linearizable.

demonstrated that any history is Linearizable if and only if, for every object x, H|x

is linearizable. Thus, the property is closed with respect to composition, and so

it is local. This is important, since we can demonstrate that a system is correct

according to linearizability by simply demonstrating that the object that compose

it are linearizable.

2.3 Non-Blocking Algorithms

In Section 2.1 we have said that lock-based solutions are commonly used to guar-

antee mutual exclusion, but blocking algorithms are not suitable for all kinds of

scenarios, since they cannot guarantee strong progress guarantees. If we think of

a real-time task, resorting to blocking algorithms makes delays in a single thread

harm the whole system. Furthermore, the use of locking primitives (most of the

time) lacks scalability. In fact, if we rely on a data structure synchronized with locks

on a multi-core, we could have very low performance. In particular, locks force only

one thread at a time to access the critical section, so in practice we are using only

one CPU core at a time, losing the advantages of parallel hardware (and wasting

energy in case of active waiting phases e.g., spinning).

We could limit this negative effect and increase parallelism by reducing the gran-

ularity of locks. But also, this approach has its drawbacks. In fact, this introduces

overheads both in terms of programming effort and resource utilization (like the

memory needed to instantiate the additional locks). This approach increases the
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parallelism in the program, but it can easily introduce lock dependencies that might

lead to a higher probability of causing deadlocks.

Another drawback of using locks is the lack of composability that, as we have

said for correctness criteria, it is an important property when writing applications,

since it helps into increasing modularity of applications, reducing programming

effort and increasing the maintainability and reusability of applications.

Non-blocking algorithms do not rely on locking primitives to synchronize the

threads, but they use atomic instructions that are provided by the computing ar-

chitecture. In most of the cases a non-blocking algorithm relies on atomic Read-

Modify-Write (RMW) instructions such as CompareAndSwap (CAS), Fetch&Add,

and other similar primitives. These kinds of instructions are able to read a memory

location and then modify it and write back on memory in an atomic fashion, thanks

to hardware support.

In general, it is not easy to deal with non-blocking algorithms, since they require

a certain programming effort and re-design of critical sections, caring into memory

handling. These open to new possible inconsistencies.

The different RMW primitives have different “power”, is it possible to describe

a hierarchy of non-blocking objects such that an object of a lower level cannot be

used to implement objects of higher levels [19]. This hierarchy is based on the

consensus number, which tells what is the maximum number of processes for which

a synchronization primitive is able to solve a consensus problem. Fetch&Add or

Test&Set have a consensus number equal to 2, while CAS primitive has a consensus

number which is infinite, so it is widely used in non-blocking algorithms, since it

allows to solve consensus for an infinite number of processes, and thus it can be

used to implement any kind of wait-free object.

A common problem to deal with when using the CAS instruction for the syn-

chronization is the ABA problem. This is a problem that happens when a memory

location is read twice, and the same value is found. We might be led into thinking

that if a value read is the same, nothing has changed, but this is not true. The
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CAS instruction doesn’t know whether the value read has changed twice before be-

ing executed, so it is possible that reading twice the same value do not imply that

nothing has changed. The problem can be summarized in the following steps:

1. A process P1 read value A from shared memory;

2. A process P2 is scheduled and writes B on memory;

3. Now P3 is scheduled-in, and writes again A;

4. P1 is scheduled again and reads A, since it is the same value it performs a

CAS even if it should have not.

Since the CAS instruction doesn’t know if a value has changed twice before being

executed, it is possible that reading twice the same values makes the CAS succeed

anyway, even though something is changed in the meanwhile. In some architectures,

the ABA problem is solved using ad-hoc instructions such as Load-Link (LL) and

Store-Conditional (SC). LL reads the last value written in a memory location,

while SC performs the update on the same memory area only if no other updates

have been performed. However, these instructions are not available on architectures

that support the CAS instruction (e.g. x86), so other techniques are needed to deal

with this problem.

The ABA problem is critical when we are managing pointers and dynamic mem-

ory allocation. In this scenario, when we free a memory buffer, we do not know

when it can be reused, since some other thread might hold a reference to that buffer.

If such thread uses it after its release, it could cause problems on the integrity of

the data structure.

Most of data structure need the use of dynamic memory allocation, and there

is the need to cope with safe memory reclamation. Often in literature there is no

explicit dealing with memory, since the authors focus more on the algorithm. In

real case scenarios, the computing systems have a limited amount of memory, and

to use such algorithms we have to find a way to reuse the memory, but there is
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still the problem of doing it in a safe manner. This is because we don’t know how

many threads are concurrently accessing the data structure, and most importantly

how many of them are referencing to a specific memory location, so if we are using

dynamic allocated memory, we don’t know when it is safe to free and reuse it. So,

to deal with this problem, some garbage collection mechanisms has been designed,

such as Reference Counting [38], Hazard pointers [30], Epoch Based Memory Recla-

mation [16], Drop the Anchor [4] and Hyaline [33].

2.3.1 Non-blocking Linked List

One of the most used data-structure used in a lot of scenarios is the Linked List.

Harris proposed a non-blocking implementation based on CAS primitive [17], which

has been used as baseline approach for other non-blocking data structures such as

priority queues [26, 36], and sets [16, 29]. The operations supported by the data

structure are insertions, deletions and searches of a given key. These functions are

shown in the C++ like pseudocode in the listings in Figure 2.6.

The nodes, namely the elements of the list, are constituted by a key field and a

next field which contains a reference to the next node in the list. The data structure

will rely on two dummy nodes, head and tail to delimit its boundaries.

Insertion. To perform an insertion, a new node is created, then two nodes in the

list that will surround the new one are found. The search will return in left the

last node with key lower than or equal to the node we want to insert, while in right

the first node in the list with the key greater than the one we are looking for. The

successor of the new node is set as the right node, while the new node is added to

the list using a CAS operation on the next field of the left node (Figure 2.7). In

the case the CAS fails, the procedure restarts from the search of the left and right

nodes.

Deletion. The deletion is a little bit more complex, since we cannot simply unlink

with a single CAS, skipping the to-be-deleted node and making the field next of its
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class List <KeyType > {
Node <KeyType > *head;
Node <KeyType > *tail;

List () {
head = new Node <KeyType >();
tail = new Node <KeyType >();
head.next = tail;

}
}

class Node <KeyType > {
KeyType key;
Node *next;

Node( KeyType key) {
this.key = key;

}
}

public boolean List :: insert ( KeyType key) {
Node * new_node = new Node(key );
Node *right , *left;

do {
right = search (key , &left );
if (( right != tail) && ( right .key == key ))

return false ;
new_node .next = right ;
if (CAS (&( left.next), right , new_node ))

return true;
} while (true );

}

public boolean List :: delete ( KeyType search_key ) {
Node * right_node , * right_node_next , * left_node ;

do {
right_node = search ( search_key , & left_node );
if (( right_node == tail) || ( right_node .key != search_key ))

return false ;
right_node_next = right_node .next;
if (! is_marked_reference ( right_node_next ))

if (CAS (&( right_node .next),
right_node_next , get_marked_reference ( right_node_next )))
break ;

} while (true );

if (! CAS (&( left_node .next), right_node , right_node_next ))
right_node = search ( right_node .key , & left_node );

return true;
}

private Node *List :: search ( KeyType search_key , Node ** left_node ) {
Node * left_node_next , * right_node ;

search_again :
do {

Node *t = head;
Node * t_next = head.next;

/* 1: Find left_node and right_node */
do {

if (! is_marked_reference ( t_next )) {
(* left_node ) = t;
left_node_next = t_next ;

}
t = get_unmarked_reference ( t_next );
if (t == tail) break ;
t_next = t.next;

} while ( is_marked_reference ( t_next ) || (t.key < search_key ));
right_node = t;

/* 2: Check nodes are adjacent */
if ( left_node_next == right_node )

if (( right_node != tail) && is_marked_reference ( right_node .next ))
goto search_again ;

else
return right_node ;

/* 3: Remove one or more marked nodes */
if (CAS (&( left_node .next), left_node_next , right_node ))

if (( right_node != tail) && is_marked_reference ( right_node .next ))
goto search_again ;

else
return right_node ;

} while (true ); /* B2 */
}

Figure 2.6. Harris Linked List functions
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Figure 2.7. Example of Insertion, we want to insert the node 20. First, we create the new
node then, with a search, we found the nodes 10 (left) and 30 (right), and we set 30
as the successor of the newly created node. Then with a CAS on the next field of 10,
we finalize the insertion of 20.
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Figure 2.8. Example of incorrect deletion. If we want to try to delete the node 10, we
cannot simply use a CAS on the next field of left to disconnect the to-be deleted node.
In doing so, a concurrent insert (in this case of the key 20), we will have that the new
node could be inserted after the deleted node, being unreachable

left node point to the right node using a single CAS. A deletion performed in this

way can cause problems when there are concurrent insertions. In more detail, the

node could be inserted after the just deleted node, becoming unreachable as shown

in Figure 2.8).

So, what it is done is to associate each node with a 1-bit state machine, which

tells whether a node is valid, or invalid due to some concurrent delete operation

or ready to be reclaimed. When we want to delete a node, we mark it as deleted

- the node in this state is logically deleted. When the node is in this state its

successor cannot be changed. Consequently, it is safe to disconnect logically deleted

nodes using a CAS, since no concurrent insertion can happen on these nodes. Such

operation is done by connecting the left and the right nodes using a CAS to make

the two adjacent (Figure 2.9). In this way, the node won’t be more reachable from

the left node and can be safely reclaimed during a grace point, using a proper

garbage collection mechanism.

The unchaining of logically deleted nodes, is done either after the deletion or

during a search, since the search procedure will look for the first two valid nodes

that surround the searched key, if the two are not adjacent, the procedure will try

to compact the list using a CAS.
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Figure 2.9. Example of correct deletion: To be correctly removed, first we mark the next
field of the node we want to delete using a CAS. Then, the node can be safely removed.

Search. The search is organized into three steps:

1. Search of first valid left and right node;

2. Check left and right node adjacency;

3. Removal of marked node in case of non-adjacent left and right.

The search function will look for the nodes surrounding or that will surround the

node associated with the given key, and while doing this it will check if the nodes are

adjacent, in the case it will take care of unchaining logically deleted nodes between

the two using a CAS operation.

2.3.2 CRCQ

The main work that will be described in next chapter is based on the Conflict

Resilient Lock-Free Calendar Queue (from now on CRCQ) described in [27]. This

priority queue is a lock-free implementation of the classical calendar queue defined

by Brown [6].

A priority queue is an abstract data type which handles key-value pairs, which

are events (value) with a timestamp (key). Such pairs are ordered by their priority,

represented by the key. Two methods are offered: enqueue() for inserting items

in the queue, and dequeue() which removes and returns the element with highest

priority i.e., the element associated to the smallest key. The CRCQ is basically a

hash-table, where each bucket is a Lock-Free Ordered Linked List of Harris.

The data structures consist in a pointer to a table, in which there are all the

metadata needed for its management. Here we have an array of buckets (called

physical buckets), that contain ordered sequence of items of the priority queue.

To be handled in a lock free manner, each node relies on the last 2 bits of the
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Figure 2.10. CRCQ scheme. The structure is composed of an array, physical buckets,
whose length is stored in the length field. The field current will keep the index of the
virtual bucket containing the highest priority element, and the current epoch. Each
physical bucket is a non-blocking linked list, logically partitioned into virtual buckets
using the bucket width (bw).

next field to keep information about the state of the node, a feature that will be

analyzed later (differently from the Harris linked list where, excluding when a node

is unlinked from the list, we have only two states: Valid and Logically Deleted).

Each physical bucket of the table is logically partitioned into virtual buckets, which

contain a range of keys determined by the bucket width. To keep track of the highest

priority element, a variable current contains the index of the virtual bucket keeping

the minimum key. In this variable is also kept an epoch number, which is used to

achieve conflict resilience, avoiding aborts and to fully restart operations in case of

conflicting actions.

The scheme of the data structure is summarized in Figure 2.10.

In order to achieve O(1) amortized cost, the data structure periodically performs

a re-size operation, which increases or decreases the number of physical buckets and

redistributes the events among them. So, two variables length and size are kept

maintaining respectively the size of the array of physical buckets the number of

elements within the table.

Before any operation it is performed, a call to ReadTable() gives an up-to-date

reference to the table and, in case it is needed, it starts a resize operation that will

involve all threads. The field new_table will be set upon a resize, and at the end of

the procedure will be swapped with the old hash table via a CAS operation.
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Enqueue Operation. The enqueue operation takes in input an event e. It takes

a reference to the table using the ReadTable() procedure, then it computes the

destination virtual bucket by dividing the priority with the current bucket width of

the table. Then the physical bucket is determined using a modulo operation on the

virtual bucket index with the length of the table.

Once the physical bucket is determined and retrieved from the array, a search is

performed as done in the Harris’s Linked list, retrieving the left and the right node

of the one we want to insert. Then the new key is inserted using a CAS operation.

With this CAS are also removed the nodes that have been logically deleted between

left and right nodes.

When the node has been inserted, the operation is completed by updating

current. The variable current is updated only when the element inserted has a

key lower than the minimum, or it is in the same virtual bucket. In this case, we

say that the insertion is in the past and, the epoch in the variable current is in-

creased. To complete the operation, the size of the queue is increased by using a

Fetch&Add.

This operation is described in Algorithm 1

Algorithm 1 Lock-Free Enqueue
1: procedure Enqueue(event e)
2: tmp← new node(e)
3: repeat
4: h← READTABLE()
5: nc←

⌊
n

h.bw

⌋
6: bucket← h.table[nc mod h.length]
7: 〈left, right〉 ← bucket.SEARCH(tmp.t, VAL|MOV)
8: tmp.next← right
9: old← h.current

10: tmp.epoch← old.epoch
11: until CAS(&left.next, UNMARK(right), tmp)
12: repeat
13: old← h.current
14: if nc > old.value then
15: break
16: until CAS(&h.current, old, 〈nc, old.epoch + 1〉)
17: Fetch&Add(&h.size, 1)
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Dequeue Operation. The pseudocode for the Dequeue operation is described in

Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Lock-Free Dequeue
1: procedure Dequeue
2: while true do
3: h← ReadTable()
4: oldCur ← h.current
5: cur ← oldCur.value
6: myEpoch← oldCur.epoch
7: bucket← h.table[cur + + mod h.t_size]
8: left← bucket.next
9: min_next← left

10: if ISMARKED(left, MOV) then
11: continue
12: while left.local_epoch ≤ myEpoch do
13: right← left.next
14: if ¬ISMARKED(right) then
15: if left.ts < curr · h.bw then
16: right← Fextch&Or(&left.next, DEL)
17: if ¬ISMARKED(right) then
18: Fetch&Add(&h.size,−1)
19: return left.event
20: else
21: if left = tail ∧ h.t_size = 1 ∧ ¬ISMARKED(min_next, MOV)

then
22: return null
23: CAS(&bucket.next,min_next, left)
24: CAS(&h.current, oldCurr, 〈curr,myEpoch〉)
25: break
26: if ¬ISMARKED(right, MOV) then
27: break
28: left← UNMARK(right)

Like the enqueue, the algorithm retrieves a valid reference to a table as first

step. Then it will read current in order to determine the virtual bucket, which is

supposed to keep the minimum, and the current epoch. Using the value of current,

the physical bucket that contains the minimum is retrieved. A dequeue starts a

traversal in order to find the first unmarked node.

During the scan it checks if the node belongs to the current epoch and to the

virtual bucket we are interested in. The check on the epoch is performed because
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the operation must extract a node which has been a minimum during the lifetime of

the dequeue. So, we are sure that the last enqueue operations have been correctly

linearized. If the node found has an epoch bigger than the current one, it means

that it belongs to an enqueue that has been executed after the current dequeue,

hence the operation starts from scratch. If we reach the end the virtual bucket, it

means that the bucket is empty. In this case, current is updated with a CAS, and

the search is executed on the next virtual bucket, by restarting the procedure from

the beginning.

The search for a node stops when a valid node, with a minimum timestamp and

a correct epoch, is found in the current virtual bucket. Then the node is marked

with a Fetch&Or as logically deleted. The atomic operation will return the value

of the pointer to the node before the operation; thus, this is used to check whether

the marking attempt has been successful or not. If the node was unmarked then

the dequeue was successful and the size of the queue is decremented, otherwise a

concurrent dequeue has extracted the very same item, so the search for a valid node

continues.

If during the search a node has been found as marked as MOV, it means that a

resize is taking place, so the operation restarts from scratch, and helps the resize

by invoking the ReadTable() procedure.

Resize Operation. As first operation this procedure will check if a resize of the

queue is needed and triggers the resize protocol. The resize is a crucial operation,

because it guarantees that we have on average a constant number of elements in

each bucket, thus ensuring an amortized O(1) complexity.

If ReadTable() detects that buckets are not balanced, it triggers a reshuffle

protocol. The balancing condition depends on the current size of the table, and a

threshold that is a function of the desired number of elements per bucket (DEPB).

The version of the CRCQ we are taking in consideration is an adaptive version

called ACRCQ, this version computes DEPB at each resize as a function of the
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Algorithm 3 Lock-Free ReadTable
1: procedure ReadTable
2: h← array
3: curSize← h.size
4: if h.new = null∧ resize is NOT required then
5: return h
6: compute newSize
7: CAS(&h.new, null, new array(newSize))
8: newH ← h.new
9: if newH.bw ≤ 0 then

10: begin← Random()
11: for j ← 0 to h.t_size− 1 do
12: i← (begin+ j) mod curSize
13: retry-loop to mark i−th head as MOV
14: retry-loop to mark first node of i−th bucket as MOV
15: MST ← compute bucket width
16: CAS(&newH.bw,−1.0,MST )
17: for i← 0 to h.length− 1 do
18: while j−th bucket of h is non-empty do
19: i← (begin+ j) mod curSize
20: get first node of bucket i as right
21: get the next node of right as right_next
22: if right = tail then
23: break
24: if right_next 6= tail then
25: retry-loop to mark it as MOV
26: Create a copy of right node
27: while true do
28: search for right.ts in a virtual bucket vb of newH
29: if found a node n with the same key then
30: release copy
31: copy ← n
32: break
33: else if successful to insert copy as INV with CAS then
34: break
35: if CAS(&right.replica, null, copy) then
36: Fetch&Add(&newH.size, 1)
37: else if right.replica 6= copy then
38: try-loop to mark copy as DEL
39: retry-loop to ensure that newH.current.value ≤ vb
40: retry-loop to mark right.replica as VAL
41: retry-loop to mark right as DEL
42: CAS(&q.array, h, newH)
43: return newH
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concurrency of performed operations. This is because the number of items per

buckets impacts the probability that concurrent dequeue might conflict each other.

When a resize operation is needed, the procedure will be announced by set-

ting the new_table field. In this way, when a concurrent thread will call the

ReadTable() it will join the resize protocol. After the resize is started, the ta-

ble is freezed by marking all the physical bucket heads and their first node as MOV.

With this operation, all new upcoming dequeue and enqueue operations will join

the resize procedure. Then, the new bucket width is computed by traversing the

nodes in the queue and computing the average priority distance between the keys,

which is then multiplied with the DEPB in order to get the new bucket width.

Before starting to migrate a node from the old table to the new one, each thread

ensures that both the node and its successor are marked as MOV, in order to avoid

interference with thread that are performing concurrent operations that are not

aware of the resize operation. When the two nodes are marked as MOV, the thread

will insert a copy of the first one marked as INV in the new table, waiting to be

validated. In fact, multiple copies of the node might be inserted in the new table.

Then one of the copies found in the new bucket is set main as replica of the original

node. At this point, the replica then will be marked as valid and the original node

is marked for deletion. This algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3

2.4 Shared Memory Systems

In common Shared Memory System sall processors can access any region of the

memory memory at any time. This is possible because the processors access the

memory through the same interconnection bus. In this scheme, all the processors

have the same view and access latency of the memory. For this we refer to systems

like this as Uniform Memory access (UMA).

Since the increasing number of cores in a processor, and the lack of scalability of

a single interconnection bus, it becomes a hard task to keep low the access latency
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to memory. For this reason, manufacturers make a portion of cores be faster while

accessing a specific partition of RAM banks. In any case, each processor can still

access all the memory on the system. With this solution, the access to memory

isn’t uniform. In particular, latencies are shorter when accessing to local memory,

but they become longer when accessing remote memory (local to other cores). This

happens because memory request has to pass through multiple interconnections.

Since the access latency is not uniform, systems like these are referred to as Non-

Uniform Memory Access (NUMA).

2.4.1 NUMA - Non-Uniform Memory Access

NUMA architectures are becoming commonly adopted, in particular in large multi-

core systems. In a NUMA system the memory is divided into NUMA nodes, where

each one is composed by a processor and the memory directly attached to it. Com-

monly, NUMA can be encountered on multi-socket machines, where typically a

NUMA node is associated to a physical socket, and so composed by the processors

and the memory attached to them.

All memory in one NUMA node has the same access characteristics in term

of latency and bandwidth for a particular set of processors, thus their latency to

access the memory in the same node will be lower than the one needed for accessing

the memory of a different node. This is because we have that the memory has to

be accessed by every processor and, since with this scheme we have the memory

partitioned across nodes, the cost to access memory is increased by the cost of

passing through the interconnections between the nodes.

The communication between the nodes has a cost denoted as NUMA factor,

which is the extra time needed to access remote memory [14]. The number of inter-

connections traversed to reach the memory is the distance between the nodes, and

the greater it is, the higher the cost to pay to access the memory will be(Figure 2.11).

For this reason, is important the relative position of processors and memory.

In order to reduce the effects of NUMA is important where tasks are run, and
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Figure 2.11. Slowdown of remote Reads and Writes in an AMD machine with 4 sockets

where their memory is allocated. The process of assigning memory from the NUMA

nodes available in the system is called NUMA placement. On the one hand, having

a task that uses memory from a remote node does not affect the correctness of the

program. On the other hand, it has an impact on performance.

In fact, when dealing with this kind of systems, the programmer must be aware

of the different performance due to remote-memory access latencies and should

explicitly handle it.

Modern Operating Systems are designed to take into account NUMA, according

to different policies that can be applied. If the Operating System is not NUMA

aware, it will simply ignore the different costs to access memory. This is a very

simple policy and it is the one used when NUMA first appeared. This does not

prevent programs or the OS to run, but the performance is often sub-optimal, since

they will depend on how the system is configured, and how programs run.

Another configuration performs memory striping (in some cases, this is done by

mapping memory addresses to cache lines in the nodes, in a way to take adjacent

cache lines from different nodes [23]). In this way the effects of latency are averaged-

out, but again the performance won’t never be optimal, making the interconnection

across nodes be always in use.

In the case the OS is NUMA aware, it will help the allocation of memory by

using policies that are designed to maximize the performance of the applications.

In most of the cases, the default policy of the OS tries to serve the memory
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from the node local to the processor that requested it, reducing the utilization of

the interconnection. For small applications, this policy usually works well, but this

is not optimal with large scale applications, that may use more cores than the ones

available in a single node or need more memory than the one available on a single

NUMA node. The OS offers specific API that allow the programmer to specify the

allocation policy to use for an application or a range of memory addresses and allow

migrate the content of memory frames across nodes.

For example, the Linux Kernel is NUMA aware. It provided basic NUMA sup-

port from version 2.4, which was further improved in next versions, reaching a

full support from version 3.8 when also the scheduler started to become NUMA

aware [1, 10]. When we are under NUMA, the memory is allocated following poli-

cies that can be per process or per ranges of virtual memory addresses. The two

most important policies that can be used are NODE_LOCAL and INTERLEAVE. With a

NODE_LOCAL policy, the memory allocation is served form the node local to the one

that requested it. INTERLEAVE policy will serve memory from all the NUMA nodes

in a round robin fashion.

When we move to NUMA machines, the applications in most of the cases see

a performance drop due to the non-uniform access latencies and the congestion of

the interconnections. Some automatic solution has been developed to leverage the

effects, some of these are based on automatic thread and/or memory placement.

Some of these solution focus on the migration of task across the nodes [3], others

on automatic handling of memory placement, using statistics on memory access

patterns to decide how to change the allocation policy for memory pages, or enabling

their replication [12]. Other approaches focus on both memory and task migration

depending on the type of workload [39]. One problem associated to migrating task

across different NUMA nodes is that the performance of a migrated thread could be

negatively affected, since after the migration the access have to be done remotely,

using the cross-connection.

In the case the performance is critical in the application, the programmer must
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put effort into modifying it in order to best fit the architecture. The solution often

comes by fine-tuning the allocation policies of the processes or by pinning of threads

on NUMA nodes. In other cases there is a complete redesign of the data structures

in order to let them work on NUMA without performance loss, by replicating them

over NUMA nodes [9] or even distributing them on the different nodes [7, 8, 11]
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Chapter 3

Multi-socket communication for

Concurrent Priority Queues

In Section 2.3.2 we have illustrated the Conflict Resilient Calendar Queue, a lock-

free priority queue. The main problem with this data structure, as happens for

many others, is that when moving on NUMA machines, it has a performance drop

due to the extra costs induced by remote memory accesses. To have an idea of

NUMA effects, consider the chart in Figure 3.1. It shows the average throughput of

a CRCQ implementation while running a benchmark for evaluating priority queues

with various queue sizes and thread counts. The data structure implementation

scales only when we are on up to two NUMA nodes. Then, after a drop of perfor-

mance, the throughput stays stable. This is because the considered machine has

four physical sockets and eight NUMA nodes, so the impact of NUMA breaks in

when we are operating on multiple sockets.
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Figure 3.1. ACRCQ base performance.
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As we have already discussed in the previous chapter, working on NUMA ma-

chines can induce performance degradation due to the memory layout, since remote

memory accesses are costlier than local ones. With ACRCQ, there is no explicit

handling of NUMA and the default OS policy is used. In this chapter, we will pro-

pose several countermeasures that could be applied to best fit NUMA architectures

and, we will see their effect on performance.

Since the data structure is based on a hash table, we can partition the table by

mapping physical buckets on specific NUMA nodes.

In this way, the memory is delivered only from the NUMA node on which the

bucket resides, improving the operation locality on buckets for threads running on

the same NUMA node. As shown in Section 2.3.2, the methods of the data structure

are enqueue and dequeue of items. An enqueue operation typically involves only one

physical bucket, and it spans multiple buckets only when a resize operation occurs.

Having physical buckets on specific NUMA nodes is good for this operation since it

works on more than one physical bucket only when a concurrent resize occurs, so

the enqueue operations will be local to a single NUMA node with high probability.

Conversely, a dequeue operation commonly spans over multiple buckets. In fact,

the virtual bucket chosen by a dequeue for extraction might result empty due to

concurrent extractions, so the operation will look to the next one which resides

in the next physical bucket. Mapping physical buckets to single NUMA nodes

could reduce data locality of dequeues, resulting in a performance degradation of

a potential high-latency operation. In fact, when a virtual bucket is found empty,

the dequeue operations restart from scratch. This restart comes with a change

of current, which changes the target physical bucket and so the locality of the

operation. So, having each bucket on a different NUMA node increases the number

of remote accesses done by dequeue operations. For this reason, the mapping of

physical buckets on NUMA nodes is done by binding multiple adjacent physical

buckets to the same NUMA node.

In this way, if a dequeue changes the candidate virtual bucket for the extraction
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(and so the physical bucket on which it operates), the operation will still lay in the

same NUMA node with high probability.

We clustered multiple physical buckets also because of the resizes operations.

In fact, the number of physical buckets (value stored in the field length) of the

table can change over time after resizes operations. A number too small of physical

buckets for the binding to NUMA nodes could end up into varying the destination

NUMA node too often while performing an operation. But also, an excessive size

for the clusters has its drawbacks. Having large clusters forces physical buckets to

be located only on a subset of the NUMA nodes on which the threads are running,

forcing a part of them to do only remote work.

We performed an experimental evaluation in which we run the benchmark mul-

tiple times with different sizes for the clusters, it turned out that the best size is

four. So, we map incrementally each four adjacent physical buckets to the same

NUMA node.

Clearly, mapping physical buckets to NUMA nodes is not enough to increase the

operation locality, since the NUMA node on which a thread operates will depend on

the operation performed. This scenario does not reduce the amount of work that a

thread has to do remotely, but it could increase it without bringing any benefit. For

this reason, we adopt a delegation technique for which one thread does not execute

its own operation (unless it is on the NUMA node where it resides), but waits until

another thread (which resides on the NUMA node local to the operation) executes

the operation for it.

Delegation techniques have been widely explored in literature to improve locality

and performance. One example of this techniques is Flat Combining [18], for which

each thread publishes its operation on a shared queue of pending requests, then

it tries to acquire a global lock for the structure, becoming a combiner, and then

it applies all the pending operations in the queue at once. A similar technique is

also used in the Hash Table CPHash [28] which is partitioned in order to maximize

cache locality, and for each partition there is a specific server thread that executes
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the operations for the other client threads.

Since ACRCQ is already handled in a lock-free manner, the introduction of Flat-

Combining might be a waste of resources having a single thread doing the work for

all. So, having delegation and non-blocking synchronization techniques in mind, we

propose a novel approach such that any thread can do the work destined to the

node where it resides, waiting actively for the response for its operation.

In particular, we introduced a communication channel for each NUMA node,

where each thread can publish its operations to let them be executed locally from

other threads. The channel allows threads to post operations towards NUMA nodes.

In this way we expect that the remote accesses are performed only by posting

operations on the channel.

Before executing any operation, a thread computes the destination node of its

operation. If the operation is an enqueue, it checks on which NUMA node is the

physical bucket in which the item must be inserted while, if it is a dequeue this is

done by checking the NUMA node of the physical bucket containing the virtual one

pointed by current. If the operation has the NUMA node on which the thread is

running as destination, it applies the operation on the underlying data structure

and returns. If the operation is on a remote NUMA node, the thread publishes its

operation on the channel of the remote node and starts waiting. During the wait

phase, the thread extracts operations from the channel of its local node and execute

them. If there are no pending operations on the local channel, the thread checks

if a reply for its operation arrived. If there is a reply it can return. Otherwise, it

keeps waiting, trying to extract and execute operations from the local channel.

However, there are two aspects that must be considered. As rated before, op-

erations can change their destination bucket during their execution or while they

are pending, hence they may change their locality. This could end into making a

thread execute remote operations that could be carried out by some other thread

locally. If the locality of the operation changes, we could make it fail, and post it

again on the channel of the new NUMA node. Such an activity will be denoted as
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repost of an operation. In this way, if an operation changed its locality, a thread

does not perform it remotely.

Secondly, in delegation schemes, a thread might be forced to wait for some other

thread to execute its operation before it can return, independently if it does it by

executing other operations or doing nothing. In particular, while a thread is trying

to execute a specific operation, no one else can execute it, since it could cause

inconsistencies on the data structure. And so, only threads that are holding an

operation that has been extracted from the channel must apply it. Doing so, we

are introducing a sort of lock on the top of a non-blocking data structure. This is

not a problem for the correctness, but we are weakening the progress guarantees.

To solve this issue, we allow the requestor thread to execute its own operation

if there are no pending operations for the current node, or a reply doesn’t come

within an acceptable amount of time. Anyhow, this cannot be done safely using

original algorithms as they are, since it could be possible that an operation is applied

multiple times on the data structure. For example, if a thread A is trying to execute

an enqueue operation for another thread B, and the requestor decides to execute it,

it is possible that they will insert the same item twice.

At first, we ensured correct manipulation of the data structure thanks to a

blocking approach. In particular, we introduced a status variable on each operation,

to avoid that the requestor thread tries to execute the same operation while some

other thread is executing it. Therefore, if a thread does not get a reply for its

request, or does not have any work to do, it tries to lock its operation and executes

it remotely. Otherwise, if it is already being handled by someone else, it will wait

for the reply. This clearly makes the algorithm be blocking, since the requestor has

to wait that the delegated thread completes its work. Then, we solved this problem

by modifying the data structure algorithms to allow multiple threads to execute the

same operation by helping each other.
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3.1 Descriptors scheme for delegation

To implement the operation passing scheme, we defined an object, called operation

descriptor, that keeps all the information to execute an operation (e.g. method in-

voked and its parameters). Before executing any operation, a thread will instantiate

and populate a descriptor, which will be then published on the queue. This will

be the used to allow other threads to read the parameters of the operation and to

write eventually its result. For the blocking versions of the channels, the descriptor

has three fields: type, event and state.

The field type will hold the type of the operation issued by a thread. The field

event will be used to keep the event to insert in the queue in case the operation is an

enqueue or to write the extracted item from the queue in the case the operation is a

dequeue. The last field state will be used to avoid that an operation is executed by

two concurrent threads. It has three possible values: Free, Done and inHandling.

When an operation descriptor is instantiated, the field state is set to Free,

meaning that the operation has to be applied. When a thread gets a descriptor

from the channel, it atomically changes the field state from Free to inHandling

before applying the method, preventing the requestor to execute the same operation.

Once the operation is performed, the thread sets the state to Done in order to

communicate that the operation has been completed. In the case the operation

failed because the channel performs repost of operation, the state is set back to

Free to let it be executed by some other threads.

3.1.1 Non-Blocking adaptation

To achieve non-blocking progress, a thread that issued an operation must complete

regardless of the state of the delegated thread. However, we were forced to introduce

a lock on each operation descriptors to prevent that the requestor thread and a

delegated thread corrupt the state of the underlying data structure by trying to

apply the same method invocation multiple times.
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If the requestor wants to execute its own operation, it can happen that it cannot

execute it because a delegated thread is attempting to execute it, holding a lock

on the operation. Thus, if the delegated thread has delays or it is suspended, the

requestor cannot return.

Consequently, if we want to ensure non-blocking progress and correctness, the

following must always hold: if the thread that issued an operation and a delegated

thread end up executing the same operation, either only one succeed or they agree

on the returned value. In this way, if the operation is an enqueue the item is inserted

only once, while if the operation is a dequeue only one item will be extracted from

the queue. So, we modified the original enqueue and dequeue algorithms (and

consequently the organization of nodes and od operation descriptors), with the

purpose to allow two threads to execute the same operation at the same time.

For the enqueue operation, we decided to use an approach similar to the one

used to migrate nodes during the resize operation of the original algorithm. We

allow multiple threads to insert a node in an invalid state in such a way that it

cannot be extracted from the queue or unchained during searches. Then, threads

will decide which node is the one to be considered as the inserted one through a

validation step. Consequently, only one node will be validated, while the others will

be marked as DEL in order to let them to be unchained and recycled later.

For the dequeue operation the approach is different. The threads that are ex-

ecuting the operation must agree on which is the node to be deleted, or check if

someone else has already performed the extraction. To do so, we must know, if a

node has been already marked as DEL, for which operation it has been deleted.

So, each operation descriptor, along with its parameters, has a 64 bits integer

that holds a unique identifier, called ID. If the operation is an enqueue, it will

always be 1, while if it is a delete it will be an integer greater than 1. Then, we

added to the descriptor a field called candidate, which is a pointer to an item in

the queue, used by threads to agree on the result of the operation. In the case

the operation is an enqueue, this field will be used to agree on the node to be
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validated. For an extraction, this will be used by threads to decide which node

must be dequeued.

Also the structure defining a node is changed accordingly by expanding the filed

next to a 128 bit variable, which now is a pair 〈next, opID〉, where next is the

pointer to the next node in the queue, and opID is an identifier which will be set

either to 0 if the node is valid, to 1 if the node is being inserted or, if the node

is marked as DEL, to the identifier of the operation that deleted it. Then, we also

added a field requestor in the node to hold a reference to the descriptor of the

operation that requested its insertion, which will be used during enqueues when a

concurrent resize occurs.

Concurrent Enqueue. The pseudocode for the enqueue algorithm is described

in Algorithm 4.

As said, the enqueue allows multiple threads to insert a node in an invalid state

(we will refer to this state as TEMP). This is done by setting the opID to 1. In this

state, a node can be skipped during a deletion, but it cannot be unchained during

the scan of the bucket, since it has to be considered as valid. Every thread that has

performed the enqueue operation will try to set the candidate field of the operation

descriptor to the TEMP node it has inserted, using a one-shot CAS (line 20). If the

CAS succeeds, it means that the node the thread inserted is the one that must be

validated. Otherwise, if this CAS fails, the node the thread inserted must be ignored

by the other operations, so the thread that inserted it will enter in the condition at

line 21 and executes a CAS loop to mark the node as DEL. Then, the thread will

read from the descriptor the node that has been set as candidate and start to help

in its validation. To make the node valid, we use again a CAS to clean the TEMP

mark (line 28), and only the thread that succeeds will update current (if needed)

and increment the size of the table, while the other threads return.

New Resize. Since we have added a new state for nodes in the queue (TEMP)

we must consider them explicitly during resize phases.
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Algorithm 4 NB-Enqueue
1: procedure do_Enqueue(operation op)
2: tmp← new node(op.event, NID) . Take memory from the local NUMA

node (NID)
3: tmp.opID← 1
4: tmp.requestor← op
5: repeat
6: h← READTABLE()
7: dest_node← ComputeDestNode(h, op)
8: if dest_node 6= NID then
9: free tmp node

10: tmp← new node(op.event, dest_node)
11: tmp.opID← 1
12: tmp.requestor← op

13: nc←
⌊

n
h.bw

⌋
14: bucket← h.table[nc mod h.length]
15: 〈left, right〉 ← bucket.SEARCH(tmp.t, VAL|MOV)
16: tmp.next← right
17: old← h.current
18: tmp.epoch← old.epoch
19: until CAS(&left.next, UNMARK(right), tmp)
20: node← V ALCAS(&op.candidate,null, tmp)
21: if node 6= null then . Mark tmp node as DEL
22: repeat
23: curr_widenext← 〈tmp.next, tmp.opID〉
24: new_widenext← 〈tmp.next|DEL, 0〉
25: until CAS(&tmp.widenext, curr_widenext, new_widenext)
26: tmp← op.candidate
27: if ¬CAS(&tmp.opID, 1, 0) then . Validate the candidate
28: return FAIL
29: repeat
30: old← h.current
31: if nc > old.value then
32: break
33: until CAS(&h.current, old, 〈nc, old.epoch + 1〉)
34: Fetch&Add(&h.size, 1)
35: return SUCCESS
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In particular, instead of migrating TEMP nodes, we make threads complete their

validation during the migration towards the new table. For this reason, when a

node is being inserted, we add in it a reference to the descriptor of the operation.

In this way, during the migration, if a thread encounters a node in a TEMP state, it

reads the candidate directly from the descriptor pointed by the node, and tries to

set it using a CAS and then proceed with the migration. If the candidate has been

already set to a different node, the node we are trying to migrate must be deleted.

Therefore, the thread marks the node as DEL and does not migrate it. We did this

modifying the resize algorithm shown in Algorithm 3, replacing line 26 with the

code in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Migration of a Node
26: if right.opID = 1 then
27: requestor ← right.requestor
28: if ¬CAS(&(requestor.candidate), null, right) then
29: repeat
30: old_state← 〈right.next, right.opID〉
31: new_state← 〈right.next|DEL, 0〉
32: until CAS(&right.widenext, old_state, new_state)
33: continue
34: Create a copy of right node . do not copy opID

Concurrent Dequeue. When a single dequeue operation can be handled by

multiple concurrent threads, we want to ensure that only a single node is extracted

from the queue. To achieve this goal the candidate field tells which is the extracted

node for the operation, in order to forbid that multiple threads to extract multiple

items for the same dequeue. The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 6.

The first step a thread does is to check the candidate field from the descrip-

tor (Line 10-21). If it is set, some other thread is already performing the same

dequeue and has found the minimum, so the thread will try to help in its execution,

by attempting to extract the node pointed by the candidate field. If the extraction

succeeds, the thread can return without start to search in the physical bucket, while

in the case the extraction fails, it reset the candidate field to null value.
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In the case the candidate field was unset, or the extraction failed, the thread

starts scanning the physical bucket as usual but skipping TEMP nodes. When a valid

node for deletion is reached, the thread proposes it as candidate using a CAS before

trying the extraction (Line 29).

If the CAS fails, the candidate is already set, it means that someone else is trying

to extract a node for the same operation, so the current thread will try to help the

extraction of the node pointed by the field candidate with a single CAS (Line 42-

44). After this CAS the nodes is marked, and if it is deleted and the identifier opID

matches with the ID of the operation descriptor, it means that the extraction is

completed, so it can return. Otherwise, if the opID of the node doesn’t match, it

means that a concurrent dequeue which has been issued by another thread extracted

Algorithm 6 NB-Dequeue
1: procedure do_Dequeue(operation op)
2: while true do
3: h← ReadTable()
4: oldCur ← h.current
5: cur ← oldCur.value
6: myEpoch← oldCur.epoch
7: bucket← h.table[cur + + mod h.t_size]
8: left← bucket.next
9: min_next← left

10: candidate← op.candidate
11: if candidate 6= null then
12: if candidate = 1 then
13: return null
14: oldState← 〈candidate.next, 0〉
15: newState← 〈candidate.next|DEL, op.ID〉
16: CAS(candidate.widenext, oldState, newState)
17: if ISMARKED(candidate, DEL) then
18: if candidate.opID = op.ID then
19: return candidate.event
20: else
21: Reset op.candidate
22: if ISMARKED(left.MOV) then
23: continue
24: while left.local_epoch ≤ myEpoch do
25: right← left.next
26: opID ← left.opID
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27: if ¬ISMARKED(right) ∧ opID 6= 1 then
28: if left.ts < cur · h.bw then
29: CAS(&(op.candidate),null, left)
30: candidate← op.candidate
31: if candidate = left then
32: repeat
33: oldState← 〈left.next, 0〉
34: newState← 〈left.next|DEL, op.ID〉
35: until CAS(&left.widenext, oldState, newState) ∨

ISMARKED(left, DEL)
36: if left.opID = op.ID then
37: Fetch&Add(&h.size,−1)
38: return left.event
39: else if candidate = 1 then
40: return null
41: else
42: oldState← 〈candidate.next, 0〉
43: newState← 〈candidate.next|DEL, op.ID〉
44: CAS(candidate.widenext, oldState, newState)
45: if ISMARKED(candidate.next, DEL) then
46: if candidate.opID = op.ID then
47: return candidate.event
48: else
49: Reset op.candidate
50: break
51: else
52: if left = tail ∧ h.t_size = 1 ∧ ¬ISMARKED(bucket.next, MOV)

then
53: if CAS(&op.candidate,null, 1) then
54: return null
55: CAS(&bucket.next,min_next, left)
56: CAS(&h.current, oldCur, 〈cur,myEpoch〉)
57: break
58: if ISMARKED(right, MOV) then
59: Reset op.candidate
60: break
61: else if ISMARKED(right, DEL) then
62: if opID = op.ID then
63: return left.event
64: else
65: Reset op.candidate
66: left← UNMARK(right)
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the node first, so the candidate field in the descriptor is reset to null and the search

for a new minimum restarts. If the candidate was unset, the CAS of Line 29 sets

candidate and, the extraction is tried with a CAS loop until the node gets marked.

When the node gets marked, we check again whether the opID of the node matches

with the ID of the operation, to detect if some thread has completed the extraction,

and the queue size can be decreased and the thread returns.

The last case is when the queue is found empty. In this case the candidate is

set to special value 1, signaling that some thread, executing that specific dequeue

operation, has detected the queue as empty (Line 52). If the emptiness condition

is not met it continues by looking for an item to be extracted in the next virtual

bucket.

3.2 Evaluation Setup

We have explored two different kinds of channels, one of which has two different im-

plementations, so we performed different tests to determine which channel behaves

better.

The machine on which the test has been run is a four-socket machine running

Linux, with 8 NUMA nodes, mounting four AMD Opteron 6168 processors with 12

cores each for a total of 48 cores.

For each test we run a benchmark for priority queues. The benchmark uses

a synthetic workload based on the Hold-Model [34], where a hold operations is a

dequeue followed by an enqueue. The benchmark gradually populates the queue

with a given number of elements, which is the queue size. Once the queue reaches

the target size, each thread runs for 10 seconds performing operations on the top of

the queue. We run the tests varying the number of threads from 1 to 48 and all the

results provided are averaged out from multiple runs with the same configuration

of the benchmark.

The first set of tests is used to study the execution without the underlying logic of
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the calendar queue (i.e., using only the channel) to see what its performance limit is.

This is because if the channel alone performs worse than the basic queue, it makes no

sense to use it, since the overhead will be too high and cannot bring any performance

improvement. We designed two simple tests, the first one consists in enabling the

channel but, instead of performing the real enqueue or dequeue operations, they will

return directly without interacting with the queue. The second one adds a busy

loop of about 12µs instead of resorting to the underlying operation. We chose this

length for the loop, since it is the average time that the ACRCQ takes to perform

a queue operation with maximum concurrency. The ACRCQ, when we run the

benchmark with 48 cores, observes a throughput of 4000ops/ms. This means that

a single thread on average performs 83ops/ms and consequently, a thread takes

12µs to execute a single operation.

With the second set of tests, we study what is the best configuration for the chan-

nels. Threads execute real enqueue and dequeues on the calendar queue, showing

how the solution work in practice. In particular, we propose different configuration

for each channel, and we will use this set of tests to study which configuration is

the best one.

Since the considered machine has four physical sockets and eight NUMA nodes,

we propose two variation of the channel, one implemented allocating the channels

per-NUMA nodes, the other by allocating the channel per-socket.

Moreover, as already said, since we are delegating operations, it may happen

that one changes its destination bucket, and thus can also change its locality. So,

we add two other implementations of the channels. In the first one, once a thread

decides to apply a method, it executes it until success as done with the original

algorithm of the calendar queue. In the second one, the thread can perform a

repost of an operation in case it changes its destination memory zone. Every time a

thread takes a reference of the table to apply a method to the queue, it computes the

destination NUMA node of the operation. If the operation is no longer local to the

cluster of cores on which the thread is running, it aborts the method execution and
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publishes it again on the new destination channel. While, if the requestor thread

takes in handling its own operation, it will execute it until it succeeds, ignoring any

locality change of the operation.

Previously we illustrated a variation of the algorithms in order to avoid blocking

behavior. So, the third type of test is used to study the execution of the different

configuration of the queue with this non-blocking version.

Finally, the last set of tests is used to study how the different channels and

algorithms behave in time-sharing by executing the evaluation program with one

running at the same time using all cores available on the machine. We chose as

program the same benchmark run on an unrelated priority queue and we set it up

to run for the same time of the tests. This interferes with threads running the

channel algorithm, allowing to evaluate scenarios where a delegated thread might

be often non-dispatched on any CPU core.

3.3 Nomenclature Used

In this section we introduce the nomenclature that will be used in the next sections

where we will illustrate three different implementations of the communication chan-

nel used for the delegation scheme. In Section 3.4 we present a channel based on

FIFO queues, in Section 3.5 we describe an optimization to the FIFO queue-based

channel, by using two distinct FIFO queues, one for enqueue and one for dequeue

operations. Finally, in Section 3.6 we present the last communication channel. Here

we used a set of shared registers, to implement a dedicated communication channel

between pairs of remote threads.

In the end, we have three possible configurations for each channel, and the

experimental evaluation uses of all the possible combinations of them:

1. Whether to repost the operation in case of locality change;

2. Whether the channel is NUMA node or per socket;

3. Whether the blocking or non-blocking version is used.
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In order to distinguish between the different variants, we will rely on the follow-

ing conventions.

Type of Channel. The first suffix after the name “NUMA” describes the type of

channel used. We have 3 suffices -Q, -2Q, -P. The suffix -Q indicates that we used as

channel a FIFO queue, while the suffix -2Q means the we use the two distinct FIFO

queues, one for enqueue and one for dequeue operations. The suffix -P indicates a

per thread channel.

Range of Channel. The second suffix tells whether the channel is per-socket or

per-NUMA node. If there is a suffix -SKT the channel is per socket, while if it is

not present, the channel is per NUMA-node.

Type of Operation. The last suffix in the name tells if in the test are performed

real operations or not. A suffix -FK will say that the logic of the underlying queue

is turned-off, and so the operations on the queue will return immediately. A suffix

-BL instead stands for the busy loop of 12µs before returning, instead of executing

the operation.

Type of Policy. A prefix R- will say that an operation is re-posted whenever it

changes its locality. Conversely, if it is not present, we assume that an operation is

executed till success.

Type of Algorithm. An extra prefix NB- will tell that we are working with the

non-blocking version of the algorithm, otherwise the channel has to be assumed as

configured with its blocking version.

3.4 NUMAQ: a FIFO-queue based channel

In this solution, we use a non-blocking FIFO queue as communication channel.

We chose the LCRQ [32] for the implementation, since it is both lock-free and
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linearizable. This FIFO queue relies on Fetch&Add and 128-bit CAS instructions.

It is a linked list of cyclic arrays of R items each (CRQs), which uses two indexes

head and tail to perform its operations. Each entry of a CRQ is a triple of 128-bit,

so when enqueuing the index is obtained through Fetch&Add on the tail, while the

element of the array is inserted using a CAS operation on the slot of the array, until

success. The dequeue operation is similar, the index of the head is increased using

Fetch&Add, and the value is removed using again CAS. The use of the linked list

allows to use other CRQs if the current becomes full while, if it becomes empty, it

can be removed. We used it as black box, using it to allow threads to pass each

other references to operation descriptors.

3.4.1 Description of the Algorithm

For the implementation of this solution, we allocated one LCRQ for each NUMA

node (or for each physical socket), then the threads will publish their operations

there. When an operation is published and a thread extracts it from the queue, it

is either kept until the operation is completed or until it changes of locality (in the

case we are using a repost policy). In both cases the enqueue and dequeue operation

becomes very similar, since they perform the same steps: publishing an operation on

a queue and executing an operation of other threads until the requested operation

is executed by someone else.

For the blocking version, we rely on the state field of the operation descriptor

to lock an operation and avoid that two threads try to execute it at the same time,

causing inconsistency on the state of the queue. What we want to avoid is that:

either we have multiple insertions of the very same element, or that for a single

dequeue we remove more than one item from the priority queue.

The pseudocode of the operations is described in Algorithm 7. Here we wrap

the call to the real operation, which now are called do_Enqueue() and do_Dequeue

(both in the case we are using the original algorithm with the blocking scheme, or

we are using the new no-blocking versions). When a thread calls a method, it calls
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this wrapper which enables the delegation scheme designed.

As first step a thread allocates the descriptor for the operation it wants to be

executed. After that, it enters the waiting loop, where it takes the reference to

the table and computes the destination of the operation. If the operation is local,

it doesn’t enqueue it, skipping the condition and trying to execute the operation

by itself. Instead, if the operation is remote, it enqueues it on the channel of the

destination cluster. During waiting phases, the threads execute operations from the

local FIFO queue. When the local queue is found empty, the thread will try to

execute its own operation. Before trying to execute an operation, a thread tries to

mark the operation as InHandling to avoid it from being executed by the requestor

at the same time. If the operation cannot be set as inHandling, the thread do

not proceed to re-enqueue it, since either the operation is already completed, or it

is being handled by its requestor (in this last case it will be executed till success).

If the requestor thread fails into taking in handling its own operation, it does not

enqueue it, to avoid inserting again the same operation in the queues. So, in the next

iteration the requestor will check the result of the operation and, if its operation is

not done, it will try to extract another one to do, or in the case the channel is still

empty, to execute again its own operation.

The code is designed to work both with the version with repost and without

repost, so after executing the operation the thread will check whether the operation

terminated correctly or failed because it changed its locality. If the operation taken

in handling ends correctly, the thread marks the operation as Done and doesn’t

re-enqueue it. In the case the operation fails because the channel uses repost, it

is marked as Free and, in the next iteration, the thread will compute the new

destination of the operation. If the new destination is remote, it will be posted on

the right channel, otherwise it is kept, and the thread performs a new attempt of

execution.

The check on the return value of the operation is made before trying to extract

an operation descriptor from the FIFO queue. This is because if a thread holds the
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Algorithm 7 NUMAQ wrapper
1: procedure Enqueue(Event e) . or Dequeue without argument
2: myOperation← new Operation(enq, e) . for dequeue argument is only deq
3: operaton← myOperation
4: mine← false
5: loop
6: h← ReadTable()
7: if operation 6= null ∧ ¬mine then
8: dest_node← ComputeDestination(h, operation)
9: if dest_node 6= local_node then

10: queue[dest_node]← enqueue(operation)
11: operation← null
12: if operation = null then
13: if myOperation.state = Done then
14: return . In case of dequeue return myOperation.event
15: operation← dequeue(queue[local_node])
16: if operation = null then
17: mine← true
18: operation← myOperation
19: else
20: mine← false

21: if ¬CAS(op.state, Free, InHandling) then
22: operation← null
23: continue
24: if operation.type = Enqueue then
25: ret← do_Enqueue(operation.event)
26: if ret 6= FAIL then
27: mark operation as Done
28: operation← null
29: continue
30: else
31: ret← do_Dequeue(&event, operation)
32: if ret 6= FAIL then
33: mark operation as Done
34: operation.event← ret
35: operation← null
36: continue
37: If operation not null mark it as Free
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Figure 3.2. Results of Channel Q without operations.

descriptor of an operation which is still local, it might be convenient to complete

it. Consequently, a thread checks whether the operation has been completed only

when it does not hold an operation descriptor.

3.4.2 Tests on NUMAQ

Figure 3.2 shows the maximum channel performance achievable by the channel at

different contention levels.

When running a single NUMA node (or a single socket), the throughput is

maximized, since we are not using any channel, and the operations do nothing.

When it works on multiple NUMA nodes, the channel starts to be used, thus we see

a decrease of throughput since now we are posting and extracting the operations.

The channel latency per NUMA node is lower than the mean access time of the

underlying priority queue, while in the case the channel is per socket, it is almost

the same. Looking at this plot, we expect that when we are in a single NUMA

node/socket, the performance is equal to the one without the channel.

When using the busy loop instead of the real operation, we can see that is it

possible that the channel can scale. Anyhow it is important to observe that the

duration of a real operation can vary depending on the number and the type of

concurrent operations that are occurring on the same bucket, so it obvious that

when we are on a single NUMA node, with lower concurrency the operations are
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Figure 3.3. Results of Blocking Version using channel Q.

executed faster and all the memory accesses are local, so the estimated duration for

the loop is much higher than the actual one when we are in the left part of the plot.

In Figure 3.3 we can see how the channel performs when deployed on top of the

real priority queue.

When we are on a single NUMA node, the throughput grows when we are within

a cluster but with a lower throughput than the ACRCQ. Conversely, when we are

on many clusters the throughput decreases and then stay stable.

The performance drop introduced with this solution can be explained with to the

inefficiency of the channel used. Even though it is theoretically a scalable solution,

the performance of the channel alone is too close to the one of ACRCQ. In the end,

it just adds an extra overhead to the computation.

Furthermore, the usage of the descriptors to pass the operations has a negative

impact on performance. In fact, each time a thread wants to read the parameters of

the operation it pays an extra remote access, since the memory required to hold the

descriptor resides on the node local to the thread that issued the request. In case

we are using a repost (R-) policy the situation is even worse, since we are further

increasing the number of remote accesses publishing multiple times the operation.

The non-blocking version do not use the three possible states of operations, since

in this case is it possible for an operation to be safely executed simultaneously by

more threads, since they will agree on a common result. Therefore, the enqueue and

dequeue algorithm observes a small difference, since we don’t have to care about

the state. Therefore, we will have the same algorithm, with the lines from 22 to 24

and line 38 removed. The results are shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. Results of Non-Blocking version using channel Q.
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Figure 3.5. Results in Time-Sharing of Blocking Version using channel Q.

We can see that the plot follows the same trend, but with a further decrease of

performance with respect the blocking solution. This is because of the additional

overhead to the basic algorithm used to perform enqueues and dequeues in order

to allow multiple instances of the same operation to be executed at the same time.

Such overhead is visible also when we are on a single socket/NUMA node, but

when we are in scenarios were we are on many clusters, the use of the candidate

node becomes heavier since its descriptor has to be one, and it resides on the node

where the thread that issued the operation is running, causing additional remote

accesses.

Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the performance in time-sharing with another

application. We can see that we have a performance drop which is associated to the

lower CPU time assigned to threads. As for the previous test, the performance is

better with the blocking solution, but the distance with the performance with the

ACRCQ is bigger. It follows that providing non-blocking progress to the channel

algorithm do not provide advantages in terms of performance.
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Figure 3.6. Results in Time-Sharing of Non-Blocking version using channel Q.

3.5 NUMA2Q: optimizing NUMAQ

A natural way to optimize the channel based on FIFO queue is reducing the pressure

on the queue by using two distinct FIFOs per cluster, one for enqueue operations

and the other one for dequeues. This should reduce the contention on the channel

queues and boost performance.

3.5.1 Description of the Algorithm

In this scenario, when a thread executes an operation, it will be published to the

relative queue on the destination cluster, and then the thread will be waiting for a

response performing the same kind of operations for other threads, taking it from the

respective queue of same type. The resulting operations are shown in Algorithm 8.

The algorithm is similar to the one used by the Q channel. The only difference

is that a thread will execute only operations of the same type of its requests.

3.5.2 Tests on NUMA2Q

As we can see from Figure 3.7, the channel 2Q behaves lightly better than the Q

channel.

We can see an enhancement of performance when we are using many clusters,

since the use of two separated channels allows to reduce concurrency level on the

FIFO queues, resulting in a higher throughput. When we are moving to an execution

with busy loops, we can see the behavior is similar to the Q channel.

When we enable the operations, we can see a small improvement in performance
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Algorithm 8 NUMA2Q wrapper
1: procedure Enqueue(Event e) . or Dequeue without argument
2: h← ReadTable()
3: myOperation← new Operation(enq, e) . for dequeue argument is only deq
4: operaton← myOperation
5: mine← false
6: loop
7: h← ReadTable()
8: if operation 6= null ∧ ¬mine then
9: dest_node← ComputeDestination(h, operation)

10: if dest_node 6= local_node then
11: enq_queue[dest_node]← enqueue(operation) . deq_queue for

Dequeue operation
12: operation← null
13: if myOperation is Done then
14: if myOperation.state = Done then
15: return . In case of dequeue return myOperation.event
16: operation← enq_dequeue(queue[local_node]) . deq_queue for

Dequeue operation
17: if operation = null then
18: mine← true
19: operation← myOperation
20: else
21: mine← false

22: if ¬CAS(op.state, Free, InHandling) then
23: operation← null
24: continue
25: ret← do_Enqueue(operation.event) . do_Dequeue() in case of dequeue
26: if ret 6= FAIL then
27: mark operation as Done
28: operation← null
29: continue
30: If operation not null mark it as Free
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Figure 3.7. Results of Channel 2Q without operations.
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Figure 3.8. Results of Blocking Version using channel 2Q.

with small queue size, but no noticeable difference on medium-big sizes (Figure 3.8).

We can also see that the performance is higher when we are on the per-NUMA

channel and with the versions using the repost policy, while for a bigger size of the

queue we observe that the per-socket channel is always faster than the per-NUMA

node channel.

Also, in this case, when we move to the non-blocking version (Figure 3.9), the

performance is worse than the blocking one. The worst performance is reached

with small queue sizes. The throughput increases as the queue size, but lower

than one provided by the previous solution. This happens because splitting queues

makes threads find more often the channels empty and so, it tries to execute its

own operation (which is carried out remotely), slowing down the execution. This

behavior is less frequent with the blocking solution since the operation cannot be

carried out remotely by the requestor unless it acquires the lock on the operation.
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Figure 3.9. Results of Non-Blocking Version using channel 2Q.
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Figure 3.10. Results in Time-Sharing of Blocking Version using channel 2Q.

3.6 NUMAP

Even though FIFO queues have been proven to be scalable, using them as commu-

nication channels introduce high overhead Consequently, we tried to simplify the

operation passing scheme. To this goal, we introduce a channel that does not use a

shared pool of operations between all the threads running on the same cluster, but

we use a set of registers such that each core has a dedicated communication channel

with one core on each remote cluster. This channel will be called as P-channel.

3.6.1 Description of the Algorithm

In order to implement this scheme, we assumed that the threads operating on the

priority queue don’t go in time-sharing, and that they will populate the cores one

NUMA node at a time in increasing order. In this way, each thread will run on a

single core, and we are sure that each thread has one twin for each NUMA node.

In this way the number of NUMA nodes that are needed to serve memory request

is minimized, and we are sure that each register will hold communications between

two threads that run on two cores of different clusters (we will refer to these pair of
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Figure 3.11. Results in Time-Sharing of Non-Blocking version using channel 2Q.

threads as twin threads).

We arranged the registers in a n×m matrix where the number of columns m is

equal to the number of threads, and the number of rows n is equal to the number

of NUMA nodes with active threads. Such matrix will be allocated by row, in such

a way that each row is on a different NUMA node, specifically the index of the row

will determine which is the NUMA node on which it is allocated.

To post an operation towards one of its twins, a thread will write in the register

on the column with index equal to its thread id, using the row index to specify

which is the NUMA node where the twin resides. Then, a thread can read the

request operations by reading from the row relative to the NUMA node where it

resides, taking care of reading registers only from the columns that are of its twin

threads. With this scheme, the reads from the channel will always be local, while

the only remote accesses are the one to post on the channel.

Since threads have to send operations and receive responses, we use two of these

matrices, one to handle the requests and the other to handle the responses.

The allocation and the interface of the channel are described in Algorithm 9 and

10, while the operation to read and write on it are described in Algorithm 11.

We associated a counter to each register entry in order to determine whether it

has been already read or not. This avoids that a thread reads and executes the same

operation multiple times, taking place of the state field of the operation descriptor.

In fact, when an operation is read from the channel the counter is increased. If the

counter is equal or greater than 1, it means that the twin has read the operation

from the channel, so it is trying to execute it.
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Algorithm 9 Channel Initialization
Require: Number of Numa Nodes n , Number of Threads t

1: Channel← Array of n pointers to slot
2: for i from 0 to n do
3: Channel[i]← Array of t slots Allocated on NumaNode i
4: for j from 0 to t do
5: Channel[i][j].Status ← FREE
6: Channel[i][j].ReadCount ← 1
7: return Channel

Algorithm 10 Get slots methods
Require: Per thread variables: Thread Id tid, Local NUMA Node Id nid, Local

thread id ltid
1: function getSlotTo(destNode node)
2: return Channel[node][tid]

3: function getSlotFrom(sourceNode node)
4: return Channel[nid][ltid+ (node ∗ num_cpu_per_node)]

With this channel, the enqueue and dequeue operations are deeply changed, since

we don’t have a pool with a single access primitive as in the previous case, and here

the threads have to manually check whether a request arrived. The operations now

are executed according Algorithm 12.

In this case, as first operation the thread acquires a reference to the table using

ReadTable() and then it computes the destination node. If the operation is local, it

is executed till success. If the operation is remote, it acquires a reference to the slot

to pass the operation to the respective twin thread, and a reference to the slot where

it will receive the reply. Then the thread starts looping waiting for the response.

In one iteration it calls the routine ReadAndExec(), described in algorithm 13, in

which it iterates over the slots from the twin threads, and executing their operations.

In the case all the slots are empty, it increases the attempts counter otherwise it

resets it. This counter is used to determine how many loops the thread has done

without doing any operation. If the counter goes above a certain threshold, the

thread attempts to read the operation from the slot where it published it, revoking

its request, to post it then on another slot if the operation changed its locality, or
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Algorithm 11 Read and Write Operation
1: function Write(Slot slt, Operation op)
2: repeat
3: until CAS(&(slt.status), FREE,WRITE)
4: Copy op into slt.op
5: slt.ReadCount = 0
6: slt.state = FREE
7: return True
1: function Read(Slot slt, Operation ∗op)
2: if ¬CAS(&(slt.status), FREE,READ) then
3: return False
4: Copy slt.op into ∗op
5: val← F&A(&(slt.ReadCount), 1)
6: slt.state = FREE
7: if val = 0 then
8: return True
9: else

10: return False

to execute it by itself.

This threshold is set to 100 but, evaluating the performance running the bench-

mark trying with higher thresholds both for enqueue and dequeue operations we

didn’t see any remarkable change in performance.

The revoking of the operation happens only if the twin thread didn’t read the

slot, otherwise the operation is considered as taken in handling by the twin. In this

case the requestor will keep waiting for a response. The thread after one iteration

across its slots, done with the call to ReadAndExec() will check if a reply arrived.

If there is one, it can read the returned value and return.

In case we are using a channel with repost, the repost of the operation is not

done by the thread that performed the attempt to execute the operation. In this

case, the thread that attempted to execute the operation communicates it to the

requestor by writing on the response slot the failure of the operation using a new ret

field. The requestor thread when reads the negative response from the slot performs

the repost by itself.

When we move to the non-blocking version of this channel, we have to do some

changes in order to use the new algorithms.
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Algorithm 12 P operation
1: procedure Enqueue(Event e) . nothing in case of deq
2: Operation← newOperation(enq, e) . argument is only deq in case of

dequeue
3: h← ReadTable()
4: destNode← ComputeOpDestination(h,Operation)
5: if destNode = NID then
6: return do_enq(e)/do_deq()
7: FromMeSlot← RequestCh.getSlotTo(destNode)
8: RespSlot← ResponseCh.getResponseSlotFrom(destNode)
9: Write(FromMeSlot, Operation)

10: Attempts← 0
11: loop
12: if Attempts > MAXAttempts then
13: if Read(FromMeSlot,&Op) then
14: h← ReadTable()
15: NewdestNode← ComputeOpDestination(h,Operation)
16: if NewdestNode 6= destNode ∧NewdestNode 6= NID then
17: destNode← NewdestNode
18: FromMeSlot← RequestCh.getSlotTo(destNode)
19: RespSlot← ResponseCh.getResponseSlotFrom(destNode)
20: Write(FromMeSlot, Operation)
21: Attempts← 0
22: else
23: return do_enq(e)/do_deq()
24: Attempts← 0
25: if ReadAndExec() then
26: Attempts← 0
27: else
28: Attempts+ +
29: if Read(RespSlot,&Op) then
30: if Op.ret = FAIL then
31: h← ReadTable()
32: destNode← ComputeOpDestination(h,Operation)
33: FromMeSlot← RequestCh.getSlotTo(destNode)
34: RespSlot← ResponseCh.getResponseSlotFrom(destNode)
35: Write(FromMeSlot, Operation)
36: Attempts← 0
37: else
38: break
39: return Op.ret/Op.event
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Algorithm 13 ReadAndExec()
1: ret← False
2: Op← EmptyOp
3: for each NumaNode n do
4: SlotToMe← RequestCh.getSlotFrom(n)
5: if Read(SlotToMe,Op) then
6: SlotFromMe← ResponseCh.getSlotTo(n)
7: if Op.Type = enq then
8: Op.ret← do_enq(Op.event)
9: else if Op.Type = deq then

10: Op.event← do_deq()
11: Write(SlotFromMe,Op)
12: ret← True
13: return ret

We decide to fall back to the same descriptor passing scheme used in the previous

solution. This is because we must have a unique copy of the operation descriptor

for each operation to handle correctly the synchronization of threads through the

candidate field. In this case, the slots are used to pass between threads the reference

to the descriptor.

3.6.2 Tests on NUMAP

As for Q channels, we have evaluated the performance of the P-channel under

different scenarios. Figure 3.12 shows the throughput running without interacting

with the underlying data structure. Here, we can see that this kind of channel is

much faster than the previous ones. This is because we are on a single cluster the

channel has almost no overhead, while in the previous case a thread checks the

locality of the operation even in the case the operation is local. Another factor

of improvement is given by the fact that (at least in the blocking version) the

operations are not passed through a reference to the descriptor, but it is copied

across the register.

In the end, when we pass to an execution with busy loops the expected perfor-

mance is quite similar to the one seen with the other two types of channels.

When we apply the real operations and with this channel, we can effectively
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Figure 3.12. Results of Channel P without operations
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Figure 3.13. Results of Blocking Version of P Channel with operations.

increase the performance of the priority queue. When we are on medium and large

queue sizes, we can see that the channel provides an enhanced scalability. As shown

in Figure 3.13, it almost reaches the same performance of a single socket when

running at maximum thread count. Furthermore, its looks like that it is possible

that performance can increase further with larger thread counts.

As said this enhancement can be explained by the fact that in this way, we

are not passing reference to operation descriptor, but the content of the descriptor

itself. This effectively reduces the number of remote accesses, since the only ones

are now used for sending operations requests and their responses and enqueue and

dequeue operations are executed mostly local.

Then when we try to move to the Non-blocking version.

As we can see from Figure 3.14 there is a performance drop with respect to the

blocking version and we are also below the baseline implementation, but we are

above all the previous solution. This is because of the overhead of the algorithm,
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Figure 3.14. Results of Non-Blocking Version of P Channel with operations.
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Figure 3.15. Results in Time-Sharing of Blocking Version using channel P

and because we are using again descriptors to pass the operations. But we are close

the performance of the base ACRCQ.

Finally, we can see in in Figure 3.15 and 3.16 that, when we go in time sharing,

this solution is the one which sees the biggest performance drop. This is expected

because in this solution, a thread delegates only one of its twins to execute its

operations. In time-sharing the thread are dispatched with less frequency, thus an

operation is delayed more and so a thread is forced into revoking the operation to

a twin more often.

3.7 Comparison with similar approaches

In this final section, we show the difference in performance with solutions that are

available in the literature.

Our first competitor is Flat Combining [18], because of the similar nature of

the solutions. In fact, Flat Combining is a well-known example of delegation mech-

anism, adopting this scheme outperforms many state-of-the-art non-blocking data

structures. Although, it is not specifically designed for NUMA, but its idea is often
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Figure 3.16. Results in Time-Sharing of Non-Blocking version using channel P

used behind many data structures optimized per NUMA, since it allows to improve

cache locality. So, we adapted a priority queue using flat combining to run with our

benchmark.

The second one is based on the work of Fatourou and Kallimanis [15]. This

work addresses the weak points of combining techniques. Here, they proposed to

split processors into clusters, each one applying a flat-combining mechanism on

data structures. Then, when a thread becomes a combiner for its cluster, it tries to

acquire a queue lock in order to modify the data structure by applying the request

only from the threads of its cluster. This scheme claims to reduce the contention

on the interconnect across NUMA nodes. Here, accesses to the underlying data

structure are periodically granted to one cluster of cores (i.e., from the same socket

or NUMA node) at a time. This solution was adapted by Morrison and Afek to

optimize the LCRQ [32] by relying on a shared variable, which keeps the current

cluster enabled to access the data structure. Before executing an operation, a

thread will check if it is running on the enabled cluster. In this case, it performs its

operation, otherwise it waits for a while, then it tries to update the shared variable

to the id of its cluster, and finally it executes its operation. This solution does not

introduce any lock, since in the end every operation is executed. We embedded this

scheme into the CRCQ, creating the ACRCQH.

We compared these two solutions with the one presented in the previous section.

We do not compare with all the possible variants, but we choose the best perfroming

ones. In particular, we choose a socket as CPU cluster and we enabled repos repost,

expect for the blocking version of NUMAQ, which performs better without repost.
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Figure 3.17. Best of Blocking solutions versus FlatCombining (FC) and hierarchical
optimization of the ACRCQ (ACRCQH)

We can see the results in Figure 3.17 and 3.18 and Figure 3.19 and 3.20 the

results with time-sharing.
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Figure 3.18. Best of Non-Blocking solutions versus FlatCombining (FC) and hierarchical
optimization of the ACRCQ (ACRCQH)

As we can look from Figure 3.17, when we are running on many clusters, the

blocking version of channel P is always faster than ACRCQH and FC. The Q and

2Q channels scale better when the queue sizes are medium and medium-large.

When running with the non-blocking arrangement of our delegation mechanism

(Figure 3.18), only the channel P is above the two solutions for small queue sizes,

while the channel 2Q never goes above the flat combining.

For medium and medium-large queue sizes, the P channel is the one showing

the best performance over the other solutions, while Q channel shows performance

lightly better than ACRCQH. The 2Q channel instead is the one behaving worse,

since cannot reach Flat Combining.

In the end, we can see that the ACRCQH is not a real improvement. This is

because operations do not have a specific locality, and the items of the queue are

not distributed across NUMA nodes, since the ACRCQH still relies on the default
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allocation policy. It can be that this add extra remotes accesses, that ends up

increasing the contention on the interconnections instead of decreasing it.

Also, flat combining does not improve the performance, but this because the

implementation taken was not designed to work on NUMA machines, causing most

of the work to be done remotely by the combiner thread.

In Figure 3.19 shows the solutions behavior in time sharing. Flat Combining

keeps almost the same performance that it had in the case not in timesharing instead

of seeing a drop because of its blocking nature. What happens is that in the waiting

phase, the threads of flat combining instead of spinning, they yield their time slice

in order to allow other threads to run on the CPU, so the solution is not affected

too much by the presence of the other process running.

In the end, for small queue sizes the channel-based solutions do not reach the

same performance of the previous cases, with the performances staying below the

ones of all the competitors. With bigger queue sizes, at least the channel Q can

perform better than both Flat Combining and ACRCQ. When we are with the non-

blocking solution (Figure 3.20) both the channel Q and 2Q show a higher throughput

than flat combining.
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Figure 3.19. Best of Blocking solutions versus Flat Combining (FC) and hierarchical
optimization of the ACRCQ (ACRCQH) in Time-Sharing

As we can see, the different solutions behave differently depending on the size

of the workload. If we are in an environment where we don’t have concurrent pro-

grams that require much CPU time, and we don’t have the need of strong progress

guarantees the P-channel is the one that achieve the best results. Instead, if we need

stronger progress the P-channel is again the best solution among the ones explored
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Figure 3.20. Best of Non-Blocking solutions versus Flat Combining (FC) and hierarchical
optimization of the ACRCQ (ACRCQH) in Time-Sharing

but, in that case, the basic ACRCQ is still a better solution.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have illustrated which are the main challenges a programmer has

to tackle when working on NUMA systems and when dealing with concurrent data

structures. We have shown what happens when we move an application on such

architectures, and what are the problems that this imply. We have presented a brief

analysis and possible solutions that could be applied to a high-performance priority

queue, to overcome the drop of performances when we move to a NUMA machine.

We started from the simple observation that the reference solution is based on

a hash table and we have re-arranged it in a way that matches the underlying

architecture, distributing it over NUMA nodes. We then introduced a delegation

technique in this environment, to allow threads that work on the priority queue to

do not execute work that could be on a remote NUMA node, but to pass it to other

threads, and then “wait” for a response.

State-of-the-art delegation techniques usually put a limitation on the progress

guarantees, since they usually rely on locking primitives to allow only one thread to

access the shared data structure. We also proposed a solution to avoid this blocking

behavior, by modifying the basic data structure in order to allow multiple instances

of the same operation to be executed at the same time.

We tried with three different implementations for the operation-passing mech-

anism, two implementations use a lock-free, linearizable FIFO queue and a third
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one in which we set up a mapping between threads. In this last solution we have

introduced dedicated communication channels between pairs of threads residing on

different NUMA nodes, using a simple register.

For at least one solution, the P-channel, we were able to increase effectively

the performance of the baseline solution, but with the main drawback of becoming

blocking.

We adapted and tested the same solutions in order to achieve lock-freedom,

letting the thread to avoid to wait for a response in certain cases, but since the

excessive overhead of the found solution we weren’t able to increase the performance

further, getting at best performance similar to the baseline solution.

All these analyzed solutions are able to outperform similar solutions, like Flat

Combining, which is currently one of the state-of-the-art delegation techniques, in

all the tested scenarios.

Anyhow, a lot of work can be still done on these solutions: although these have

shown good result, they could be further improved. In fact, there are some aspect

that we left uncovered. For example, in the P-channel we didn’t consider explicitly

the case where some threads do not have any twin. This does not prevent these

threads to work, but they are forced to carry out their own operations independently

of their locality. Also, a re-design of the non-blocking solution here illustrated is

needed, since it introduces an excessive overhead, that holds us to get any real

improvement. A possible step in this direction could be done by introducing other

synchronizations mechanisms based on Hardware Transactional Memory.

Anyhow, it is still possible to find other solutions for an implementation of the

channel which could guarantee a higher scalability, since we do not need to give a

strict ordering to pending operations in the channel.

Since we have already weakened the progress condition, another possible step

toward a better improvement could be weakening the correctness criterion. So, in-

stead of trying to be Linearizable, we could pass to a Sequential Consistent data

structure. With sequential consistency we could avoid performing part of the en-
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queue operation, since only the enqueue close to the minimum must be executed

when requested. In this way, the execution of the enqueue can be done in a second

moment, and this could bring improvement with many different workloads.
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